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 Why has NTK interest in CC?
 What is NRGL?
 What is GL?
 Which institutions cooperate?
 How are used CC licenses? 
INTRODUCTION 
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 Grey Literature "Information produced on 
all levels of government, academics, 
business and industry in electronic and 
print formats not controlled by 
commercial publishing i.e. where 
publishing is not the primary activity of 
the producing body."
(Luxembourg, 1997 - Expanded in New York, 2004, on 
WWW <http://www.greynet.org/index.html>)
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COOPERATING ORGANIZATIONS
Over 140 organizations from
Research
Education
State administration
Culture – galleries, libraries and 
museums
Nonprofit organizations
And personal archives
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PUBLICATION IN REPOSITORY
 Every work is protected by Czech 
Copyright law 
 It does not exclude the use of Creative 
Commons license 
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STATISTICS
2016
185 861 records in repository
3 403 records with dig. documents
665 records with CC = 20%
2 738 records without CC = 80%
2011
283 records with dig. documents
103 records with CC = 36%
180 records without CC = 64%
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LICENSE TYPES
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BY BY-SA BY-ND BY-NC-SA BY-NC-ND BY-NC
The frequency depending on the type of license
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DOCUMENT TYPES
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University works
Reports
Author works
Conference materials
Analytical materilas
Promotoinal materials
The frequency by document type
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REASONS OF LITTLE USE
Still small widespread in the Czech 
Republic 
Permanent lack of trust 
Not obligatory
 Lack of organizations internal 
guidelines
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CC SUPORT
 2008 first presentations about CC
 Every year 
 CC presentation as a part of conference
 special workshops focused only on CC
 Discussing legal issues and CC
 Part of training - How to publish work in 
repository
 NTK internal guidelines
Thank you for attention!
petra.pejsova@techlib.cz
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